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Critical Velocity of Vortex Nucleation in Rotating Superfluid 3He-A
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We have measured the critical velocityyc at which 3He-A in a rotating cylinder becomes unstabl
against the formation of quantized vortex lines with continuous (singularity-free) core structure.
find thatyc is distributed between a maximum and a minimum limit, which we ascribe to a depend
on the texture of the orbital angular momentun axisl̂srd in the cylinder. Slow cooldown throughTc

in rotation yieldsl̂srd textures for which the measuredyc’s are in good agreement with the calculate
instability of the expected̂l texture. [S0031-9007(97)04804-7]

PACS numbers: 67.57.Fg, 05.70.Fh, 47.32.–y
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A first order transition from one phase to another
associated with hysteresis because of the difficulty
nucleating the new phase. Two effects generally red
the hysteresis. First, thermal or quantum fluctuatio
cause the new phase to appear before the energy ba
separating the two energy minima vanishes. Seco
surfaces, impurities, or other external agents reduce
energy barrier from its intrinsic value. Both phenome
are of crucial importance for the long standing problem
critical velocities and vortex nucleation in superfluids [1
but occur also in more usual phenomena like format
of water droplets or gas bubbles [2]. The purpose of
present work is to study an exceptional case of vor
nucleation where neither fluctuations nor external surfa
should play a role: superfluid3He-A.

In usual superfluids and superconductors the phase
takes place by creation and motion of zeros in the or
parameter [3]. The A phase of3He is exceptional be-
cause the phase slip arises from the motion of the lo
angular momentum axiŝlsrd. The characteristic length
scale of thêlsrd texture is macroscopic,10 mm. There-
fore all thermal and quantum fluctuations are negligib
Moreover, a rigid boundary condition fixesl̂ perpendicu-
lar to the wall of the experimental container. Thus t
processes responsible for the critical velocity take pl
further than10 mm from the wall, beyond the reach o
surface roughness. Instead, the critical velocityyc for the
phase slip depends on the initiall̂ texture. We measure
t
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the critical velocity in a rotating cylinder, and find tha
it may vary within a factor of 6. However, by cool
ing slowly through the superfluid transition temper
ture Tc in rotation, the equilibrium texture is create
and the measuredyc is in agreement with theoretica
calculations.

Anisotropic superflow.—In ordinary superconductors
and superfluids, the order parameter has a phase fa
expfifsrdg, and the superfluid velocity is defined as th
gradient of the phase, vs ~ ,f. In 3He-A there is an
additional phase factor expfifls p̂dg, which depends on
the azimuthal anglefl of the quasiparticle momentump
with respect to the angular momentum axisl̂. Instead of
resolving the two phases separately, one may only de
the total phase factor, which can be expressed assm̂ 1

in̂d ? p̂. Here l̂, m̂, and n̂ form an orthonormal triad,
which generally depends on the locationr. The superfluid
velocity is defined asvs  h̄

2m

P
k m̂k,n̂k , where the

prefactor h̄
2m equals Planck’s constant divided by twic

the mass of a3He atom. This leads to several unusu
features. For example, let us take an initially unifor
l̂ ; ẑ, and then tilt the triads so thatl̂szd forms a helix
with an opening angleb and a wave vectorq. This leads
to a change inys, z by h̄

2m s1 2 cosbdq without a change
in the externally applied phase difference [4]. Thus3He-A
can respond to flow by forming an̂l texture.

The energetics of the current carrying states is co
tained in the energy functional [5]
f  1
2 r'w 2 1

1
2 srk 2 r'd sl̂ ? wd2 2 Cw ? , 3 l̂ 1 C0sl̂ ? wd sl̂ ? , 3 l̂d 1

1
2 Kss, ? l̂d2 1

1
2 Ktsl̂ ? , 3 l̂d2

1
1
2 Kb jl̂ 3 s, 3 l̂dj2 1

1
2 K5jsl̂ ? ,dd̂j2 1

1
2 K6fsl̂ 3 ,di d̂jdg2 2

1
2 gdsd̂ ? l̂d2 1

1
2 ghsd̂ ? Hd2. (1)
ld
es

lar
Here the first two terms describe the anisotropic kine
energy arising from the counterfloww  vn 2 v s.
The terms with coefficientsC and C0 contribute to the
coupling betweenw and inhomogeneouŝlsrd. The five
terms with Ki coefficients are gradient energies forl̂srd
and the spin anisotropy vectord̂srd. The last two terms
arise from the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, an
ic

d

from the external magnetic fieldH. In the absence of the
dipole coupling, all uniform current carrying states wou
be unstable [4]. Thus the dipole interaction determin
the scale of the critical velocityyd 

p
gdyrk , 1 mmys

and the length scalejd 
h̄

2m

p
rkygd , 10 mm. Ex-

cept for a tiny region nearTc (Fig. 2), yd is much
smaller than is needed to nucleate usual “singu
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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vortices,” such as one encounters in other sup
fluids [1,6].

Let us drive the current by applying a normal flu
velocity yn. (This is equivalent to applying a phas
differenceDf 

2m
h̄ ynL between two points a distanc

L apart.) The flow properties depend on the magnitu
and orientation of the magnetic field [7–10]. In gener
a uniform state of̂l is stable for velocities smaller tha
a first critical velocity yc1. At larger velocities there
often is a stable helical texture. The opening angleb

of the helix grows continuously from zero with increasin
yn until a second critical velocityyc2. There the helix
becomes unstable, and the resulting state depends on
the flow is applied. A continuously sustained dissipati
l̂ texture is found when a constant current is driven in
channel. This case has been studied by several gro
most extensively by Bozler and collaborators [11–13].
our rotating cylinder, a stationary state is restored a
one or more vortex lines are formed in a phase slip.

Experiment.—Our sample container is a cylinder whic
is rotated around its axis with angular velocityV. The
radius of the cylinderR , 2 mm is large compared to
jd, which means that the normal velocityvn  V 3 r is
rectilinear to a good approximation near the cylindric
walls. Therefore, one should see transitions atVc1 
yc1yR and Vc2  yc2yR corresponding to the critica
values of one-dimensional flow. AtVc2 dissipation sets
in only temporarily when a vortex line is created. It
driven by the Magnus force into a vortex bundle in th
center of the cylinder. As a consequence, the effect
driving velocity y  fV 2 Vv sNdgR is reduced to a
subcritical value. HereN is the number of vortices in
the bundleVv  kNy2pR2, andk the circulation of one
vortex line. Compared to channel flow, our experime
has high resolution in the measurement ofyc2, since the
vortices can be counted with a precision of65 lines from
the continuous-wave NMR spectrum. Our sensitivity to
helical texture is poor andyc1 has not been observed.

Three different sample cylinders have been used, wh
were fabricated from epoxy or fused quartz with rad
R  2 2 2.5 mm, heightsL  6 2 7 mm, and different
surface roughnesses [6]. No systematic dependenc
yc on the container was found. A small orifice in th
center of the bottom plate of the cylinder provides therm
contact via a liquid 3He column to the refrigerator
The NMR field H, which is large compared to th
dipole fieldHd 

p
gdygh ø 3 mT, is either axialskVd

or transverses'Vd. The NMR absorption spectrum ha
two peaks. The frequency shift of the main peak fro
the Larmor value is used for thermometry. The satel
peak arises from vortex lines [14] and its intensity
proportional to the number of linesN.

Results.—Figure 1 shows two measurements of t
amplitude of the satellite peak as a function ofV. The
acceleration is started from restsV  N  0d at a slow
rate sdVydt  1023 2 1025 radys2d, and the satellite
r-
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intensity remains zero until a critical velocityyc 
VcR. In the top frame the amplitude starts to increa
linearly whenVc is exceeded. This means that vortice
are nucleated regularly at ayc that is approximately
independent of the number of vorticesN in the center of
the cylinder.

The acceleration in Fig. 1(a) is stopped at a veloc
Vmax. In order to determineN and yc in this state, the
rotation is decelerated until atVminsNd vortices to start to
annihilate [16]. The regular parallelogram-like shape
the acceleration/deceleration loop in Fig. 1(a) shows t
yc is approximately constant.

On repeating the measurement, we generally find
considerable spread inyc. The distribution is evident in
Fig. 2, which showsyc measured for different histories
of sample preparation. Because this variation is mu
larger than seen in one measuring run Fig. 1(a), it h
to arise from different metastable states of the syste
The only source of metastability in our system is differe
superfluid states, i.e., different textures ofl̂, m̂, n̂, andd̂.
Additional evidence for the textural origin of the spread
discussed below.

In Fig. 1(b) the response to acceleration is a sudd
jump in the signal, which corresponds to a burst
DN ø 90 vortex lines. The critical velocityyc after the
jump is changed and is generally smaller than befo
The subsequent deceleration to the annihilation thresh
in Fig. 1(b) shows thatyc is reduced from 1.2 mmys
to 0.26 mmys. Obviously, this behavior is caused b
a transition from one texture to another. The vort
bursts (± in Fig. 2) take place only at high temperature
T * 0.7 Tc. This is consistent with the fact that th

FIG. 1. NMR absorption at the vortex satellite peak durin
a slow acceleration/deceleration cycle: (a) regular vort
formation at approximately constantyc and (b) burstlike vortex
formation followed by the regular process. The dashed l
shows the extrapolation toN °! 0 in the final state where the
regular process has set in with a reducedyc.
5059
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FIG. 2. Critical velocities as a function of the temperatureT
in axial fieldsH  9.9 2 15.8 mT, pressures29.3 2 34.2 bard.
The experimental results, which represent a variety
sample histories, are classified as regulars≤d and burstlikes±d
vortex formation. The solid lines denote instabilities towar
vortex formation in different one-dimensional textures:yc2
of uniform or helical texture,ycLS of locked soliton texture,
and ycUS of an unlocked soliton. The dashed lines show t
phase boundary between uniform and helical texturesyc1,
and the instability to singular vorticesycSV (estimated from
Ref. [15]). Inset: Distribution of the number of vorticesDN
in a burst, normalized to the maximum possible increa
DNmax  s2pR2ykd sVb 2 0.16

p
Vb d 2 Ni , whereNi is the

initial vortex number andVb is defined in Fig. 1.

energy barriers between different textures are smalle
higher temperatures.

Curve yc2 in Fig. 2 is a theoretical result for the
vortex instability of an initially uniform texture. It
roughly agrees with the largest measuredyc’s. Some
measured values are larger than the theoretical upper li
which may arise from inaccurate parameter values in
calculation (see below). In order to justify theoretical
the texture dependence ofyc, we have calculated two
simple cases of initially inhomogeneous texture. A lock
soliton (LS) is a planar object where botĥd and l̂ turn
from parallel tov on one side to antiparallel tov on the
other side of the wall, while they are locked to each oth
sd̂ ; l̂d. Such a texture becomes unstable against vo
formation at the velocityycLS. Another type of domain
wall is an unlocked soliton (US), wherêd  l̂ on one side
andd̂  2l̂ on the other. When its plane is perpendicu
to v, vortices are created at the velocityycUS [17]. These
simple cases span the spread of the measuredyc in Fig. 2.
This makes it plausible that the three-dimensional text
and its defects in the cylinder are responsible for all of t
variation inyc.

The data in Fig. 2 have been collected under a
riety of prehistories of sample preparation. We no
demonstrate that more reproducible results are obtai
if the initial state is prepared using a procedure whi
favors an equilibrium texture. Experimentally, textur
metastability is best avoided by cooling slowlysdTydt ,
21 mKy mind throughTc at nonzeroV. For consistent
5060
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yc values,V must not be reduced to zero at any poi
during theyc measurements. The critical velocities me
sured under these conditions are shown in Fig. 3 in ax
s≤, jd and in transverse fields±, hd.

Insets (a) and (b) in Fig. 3 display two candidates f
the l̂ texture in a rotating cylinder in axial field. The
“circular” texture (a) is symmetric in rotations around th
cylinder axis but the “double half” (b) has only reflectio
symmetry. In both textures the boundary condition fix
l̂ perpendicular to the wall but the counterflow bend
it azimuthal already at distances,jd. Concerning the
flow properties, the circular texture is equivalent to th
uniform texture, and thus vortices are here expected
be created atyc2. In contrast, the double-half texture
contains two locked solitons, which means that vortic
are created already atycLS. The fact that the measuredyc

data in Fig. 3 lies consistently aboveycLS suggests that the
circular texture is created in cooling throughTc in rotation.
Thus the measurement ofyc gives information about
textures which is difficult to get by other techniques [18

In transverse field the texture depicted in inset (
is expected. The flow is here parallel to the field
two sectors of the cylinder. There it becomes unstab
toward vortex formation atyck  ydrky

p
r'sr' 2 rkd,

as calculated by Fetter [10]. The measured datas±, h, nd
agree with this prediction.

Figure 3 also displaysyc measurementss3d in
the presence of an unlocked soliton, whose plane
perpendicular toV. It is identified from a characteristic
satellite peak in the NMR spectrum [19]. Also this obje
seems to reduceyc to a low but well defined value.

FIG. 3. Critical velocities in selected cases. (i) We co
slowly through Tc under rotation. In axial field this gives
resultss≤, jd near the instability limityc2 of the circular texture
(inset a). In transverse field the corresponding resultss±, hd
are near the instability limityck [10] of the expected texture
(inset c). There is no crucial difference if the magnetic fie
H is on during coolingsj, hd or it is switched on laters≤, ±d.
The scatter in the data [which exceeds that ofyc in Fig. 1(a)]
indicates that the control over the texture is limited, possib
due to the end plates of the cylinder. (ii) In transverse fieldyc
seems to be less sensitive to the texture, as shown by datasnd
with varied prehistories. (iii) Often a transverse soliton plan
s'Vd is formed when cooling rapidly throughTc at V  0.
In these cases a lowyc is found (3, in axial field).
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The measurements ofyc can also be carried out as
a function of the magnetic field. The procedure is
accelerate in the desired field, after which the field
changed to the NMR value at constantV, and thenyc
is determined by decelerating to the annihilation thresho
(Vmin in Fig. 1). The method works ifycsHd does not
increase with decreasingH. Indeed, we find (axial field,
33.9 bar,TyTc  0.75 2 0.85) that yc starts to decrease
below about 3 mT, but remains finite down to zero fiel
ycsH  0d  0.2 2 0.6 mmys. This is somewhat lower
than deduced by Saundryet al. from their measured
critical flow rate at temperaturesTyTc . 0.9 [13].

Calculations.—The critical velocities were calculated
assuming that the order parameter depends only on
coordinatex. The energy functional (1) was minimized
numerically for different values of the drive velocityyn.
The values of the parameters are from Ref. [19], exce
that we usegd determined from the NMR shift in the
B phase, corrected by trivial strong-coupling effects. N
adjustable parameters are contained in the calculations

For helical textures the minimization gives the energ
Fsyn, qd, whereq is the fundamental wave vector of th
helix. Although the periodic boundary conditions i
the rotating container tend to fixq, our simulation of
the dynamics gives transitions from one value ofq to
another. As a consequence,q approximatesq0synd, which
corresponds to the minimum ofFsyn, qd. [For stability
both the eigenvalues of the second derivative mat
of Fsyn, qd have to be positive.] Atyc2 the opening
angle bsxd locally starts to grow larger thanb & 60±

found for stable helices and eventually sweeps throu
180±. Previously,yc1 and an estimate ofyc2 have been
calculated nearTc by Lin-Liu et al. [8]. We find that in
high field (Fig. 2) the helical texture is not stable abov
0.8 Tc, but at lower temperaturesyc2 grows considerably
aboveyc1.

In low fields s&Hdd yc1 drops and vanishes atH  0
when T , 0.85 Tc, while yc2 is nearly independent of
H. The observed reduction of the measuredyc probably
arises because the texture at smallH becomes more
susceptible to different perturbations such as heat flo
or end plates of the cylinder.

In the presence of solitons, the precession of the wh
soliton texture aroundx leads to phase slippage. In zer
field, bothycLS andycUS vanish because there is nothin
to resist the precession. Such precessing states of b
the LS and the US have been studied in Refs. [20,2
In contrast, a fieldH perpendicular tox gives rise to
a finite yc, as calculated approximately for the US b
Vollhardt and Maki [5,22]. We find a much lowerycUS
than reported previously.

In conclusion, our measurements of vortex formatio
in 3He-A are the first to allow detailed comparison wit
theoretical calculations. The quantitative agreement
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much better than found foryc in other superfluids (4He-II
and 3He-B). We find that the critical velocity depend
on the bulk l̂srd texture. The maximal critical velocity
we associate with the equilibrium texture in axial field
while the minimal velocity is a characteristic of texture
incorporating unlocked solitons.
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